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8
clamp      blanket
bank        chest

9

picked     needed     pulled
taxed       gassed     
faded       added     
made       led     
had          sung

11

Sound 1 Sound 2

shown 
blown 
disown 
flown 
own 

grown

clown 
crown 
down 
drown 
frown 
gown

12

doctor     motor     tutor     warrior
actor 
visitor 
sailor 
tractor 
sculptor 
author

13
howl     scowl     shawl     crawl
bawl 
fowl

14 jawbone strawberry snowball 

15

font – want  gone – wan 
odd – wad toddle – waddle 
bottle – wattle botch – watch 
pond – wand  posh – wash 
wasp     swamp

16

cars cows pews satnavs 

crows      banjos 
pianos      logos 
solos      shampoos 
zoos      cuckoos

17
future fracture nature 
capture puncture vulture 
mixture furniture creature
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18

elves shelves 
halves calves 
selves wolves 
loaves wives 
sheaves  thieves

19
greatness     eagerness     fitness   
weariness laziness 
silliness dizziness

20 1. prefix 2. relax 3. helix 4. suffix 5. exam 6. expel 7. extra 8. expect

22

Short vowel sound Long vowel sound

rubbed 
filled 

tapped 
slopped

cubed  
filed 

taped  
sloped 

ran saw

sped
sprinted
raced

glimpsed
spotted
spied

23

writing forgetting 
beginning inviting  
cycling repelling 
amusing flogging 

Dining room Sitting room

cycling
writing
inviting
amusing

forgetting
beginning
flogging
repelling

24

On Sunday the weather was foggy. 
On Monday the weather was rainy. 
On Tuesday the weather was windy. 
On Wednesday the weather was snowy. 
On Thursday the weather was stormy.  
On Friday the weather was icy. 
On Saturday the weather was sunny.

25
ostriches chaffinches thrushes
goldfinch letterbox wristwatch hourglass

26
parties berries rubies pastries candies cities countries hobbies 
mysteries pharmacies pantries strawberries

27
slowly fairly 
evenly wrongly
simply     humbly     dimly
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28
aimless needless mindless cordless    
luckless effortless lawless sleepless faultless

29 harmful powerful useful colourful careful cheerful hopeful painful

30

faster      higher      stronger
smarter      neater      tidier

a teacher cleverer, wiser, kinder, gentler, quieter, calmer

a soldier tougher, fitter, braver, bolder, hardier

31
greatest  smallest 
soonest  softest
finest jolliest glummest funniest earliest saddest trimmest muddiest

32
action adoption protection prevention
relation promotion pollution ignition attention inflation creation 
Illustration calculation intention

33 acidic Arabic scenic metric basic historic tragic

34 harpist cellist organist cyclist tourist motorist

35

untidy unkind 
unlikely unequal
The burglar got in through an unlocked door.  
It is unusual to find an octopus on the beach.   
We always unplug the iron after using it.   
The road surface was very uneven.

36

Nouns Verbs Adjective

disbelief
distrust

discovery

disbelieve 
disinfect
discover

disobedient
disloyal

dishonest

37

Save carrier bags by reusing them.  
I enjoyed the DVD so much that I replayed it.  
We replaced the carpet with a new one.  
When British Summer Time ends we reset the clocks.  
Jack was reunited with his long-lost brother. 

38 prewar prepay prepare predict prevent

40
mistreat misprint miscount miscalculate misdirect mismatch misuse 
misspell misbehave

42 minibus minimise miniature miniskirt minicab minigolf miniaturist minimum

43

A plane is set to fly itself when it is on autopilot.  
The singer’s autobiography is called ‘My Life in Song’.  
I asked him to sign his autograph on it.  
Mum doesn’t change gear when she’s driving. Her car is an automatic. 

45
telecommunication teleport telegraph television telepathy telescope 
telephone

46 translucent translate transfer transmit
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47

Words in 
alphabetical order Meanings

bicentenary two-hundredth anniversary of an event

bicycle two-wheeled cycle

bilingual speaking two languages

binoculars instrument with two lens, one for each eye, used for 
viewing distant objects

biplane plane with two pairs of wings

bisect to divide into two parts

48

Words in 
alphabetical order Meanings

tricycle a three-wheeled cycle

trident a fork with three teeth

trilingual speaking three languages

trio a group of three

triple three times

tripod three-legged stand

51

thigh high 
fight higher 
sigh highest

highlight highchair highjack highland

53 knuckle knew knobbly knit kneel knock knife 

55

wrap wrench 
wrung wreck 
wreath wrestle 
wren wreckage

56

they we 
they us 
their their/theirs 
theirs ours 
our theirs 

57

Which way are you going? I am going that way.  
What time is it? It is time for this programme. Which programme? The one about that 
author. 
Please pass me those books. Those books are yours, but these books are mine.

58

himself yourself 
myself herself 
itself ourselves 
themselves yourselves
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59

stair steak sail scent 
bear road stares deer
groan 
break

61

Nobody could understand today’s math except Leanne.  
Punishment had no effect on Lara’s behaviour.  
Mum gives us housework to do if we say we’re bored. 
We went for a sleigh ride in the snow.

62

1. The car will not start. 
2. He could not go to the football match. 
3. We shall not have time to go to the fair. 
4. Dogs are not allowed in the café. 
5. It does not matter how much it costs. 
6. Mum would not let me go out with my friends.
1. won’t  2. couldn’t 3. shan’t  
4. aren’t  5. doesn’t 6. wouldn’t

63

who’d it’ll 
you’d they’ll 
we’d I’d 
he’d I’ll 
they’d there’ll 
it’d  she’ll 
there’d you’d 

64

On my plate is the biggest pizza I’ve ever seen. I’m not joking. It is huge! We all got 
the same. We’ve taken photos of them and we’re all taking home enough pizza to last 
a month! Come and see mine! You’ve got to see this! You’re not going to believe it 
until you see it! 


